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A Wall Street Journal article back in April 2022 called US aircraft carriers “sitting duck”
targets, adding:

The inconvenient truth is that our Navy has 12 carrier groups and all are now obsolete.

The fact is that modern warfare has passed the US Navy by, with old conventional hunks of
steel that cost so much and take so long to make are now relics of last century warfare.
Painful proof in point is last weekend’s alleged attacks of the USS Eisenhower in the Red Sea
when the Houthis in Yemen claimed they damaged the aircraft carrier with several missile
hits. Though the US denies this as “terrorist propaganda” citing claims it was AI-generated,
according  to  Gordon  Duff’s  inteldrop.org  website’s  Monday  June  3rd  post,  the  carrier  may
have actually suffered at least surface damage with loss of life:

Despite fake videos, and a well-orchestrated coverup across social media orchestrated
by the comedy team of Musk and Zuskstein, the truth is out, the USS Eisenhower is still
under float but leaving the region under serious damage now to be scrapped.

Image: USS Dwight D. Eisenhower and strike group transit the Strait of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean
Sea, 28 October, 2023 (Credit: U.S. Navy)
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On Hal Turner’s intel website on Wednesday June 5th, aerial photos depict what appears to
be clear damage of the USS Eisenhower deck parked in port, with the added commentary:

The  heretofore  believed-to-be-untouchable  Aircraft  Carrier  seems  to  have  been
touched; and by guys in the desert, wearing sandals and dirty rags on their heads!

The Houthi spokesman Yahya Saree claimed that the very real drone and missile attacks on
the aircraft carrier and destroyer the USS Gravely were in retaliation for Friday May 31st US
and UK airstrikes in Yemen that killed 16 Yemenis and injured 42. Tensions and stakes are
rising every day in both Europe and the Middle East.

The Associated Press on Saturday, June 1st reported:

U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin signed the order last week to extend the four ships’
deployment [at least another month] for a second time, rather than bring the carrier,
the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower, and its three warships home. The other ships in the
strike group are the USS Philippine Sea, a cruiser, and two destroyers, the USS Gravely
and the USS Mason. All together they include about 6,000 sailors.

The US is pretending no harm has come to the carrier or the destroyer, hoping to simply
cover  up the plausible  truth  that  missile  damage to  the US Navy sitting ducks  never
happened,  that  the  fleet  is  still  patrolling  and  intercepting  enemy  drones  and  missiles
protecting both commercial and allied military vessels in the Sea of Aden and Red Sea, as if
nothing happened… very typical. Out of sight, out of mind.

Braindead’s permissive, anything goes policy toward Israel’s blatant genocide continues a
parallel  course.  In  the  aftermath  of  the  nightmarish  fiery  attack  on  May  26th  at  the
Rafah  refugee  camp,  melting  scores  of  both  tents  and  human  flesh,  and  the  ensuing  IDF
Rafah ground invasion, the White House only acknowledges “an uptick” of Israeli military
activity. Six days later Associated Press claims:

Still, Biden administration officials say Israel has avoided massive attacks on what had
been  thickly  crowded  neighborhoods  of  Rafah  and  kept  strikes  more  limited  and
targeted than earlier in its nearly 8-month-old war with Hamas.

The whole world is appalled at the disgusting bloodthirst by the monsters in Israel, while
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Braindead insists no red line has been crossed. It’s despicable, deplorable and preposterous
to even witness as the entire world sees the genocidal pariahs dig their heels in, pretending
no international laws have been violated. Recall a month ago when Biden said he would
withhold weapons and bombs if the Butcher launched an all-out assault on Rafah, On May
9th, Biden said:

If they go into Rafah, I’m not supplying the weapons.

Then within several days, Braindead reneged as the coward and sent more bombs. During
this election year knowing that virtually everyone in the US government is bought, bribed,
blackmailed and extorted by Israel and its higher paygrade founding masters from the City
of London, no one has the moral courage to stand up and do the right thing. This moment in
time in my opinion stands as an all-time low point for both the United States and Israel
during my lifetime. I have never seen such evil go unpunished, as if no force on the planet
has the strength or courage to stop this hell being diabolically played out. And then quibbled
excuses and blind face lies are feebly aired to make it okay to look the other way and
pretend the bloodbath isn’t really happening, and still no real consequences. It’s almost as if
a  disease  of  weakness  and  cowardice  has  afflicted  humanity  to  such  a  degree  that  we
simply are passively awaiting God’s intervention, or more apt God’s wrathful punishment.

On  Saturday  June  1st,  another  Associated  Press  article  reported  that  on  Friday  May
31st Biden said:

Israel has offered Hamas a cease-fire and hostage release deal that would unfold over
three phases, declaring it  was time to end the fighting in Gaza and that Hamas is ‘no
longer capable’ of carrying out another large-scale attack on Israel.

Yet this too seems like more like infantile wishful thinking, as if pretending hard enough will
suddenly  bring  peace  so  Braindead  can  increase  his  election  chances.  This  game  of
charades is so cynically pathetic. Braindead’s trying to apply undue pressure on both Israel
and Hamas to accept a deal, do the hostage/prisoner swap and call an end to the bloody
mess. But then as always, the Butcher upends Biden’s wishful thinking fantasy, claiming it’s
not enough even to get whatever Israeli hostages home, the war will not end until every last
Hamas militant is dead, an unrealistic, impossible task. But then by deliberate design, that’s
how this wartime prime minister set it up in order to stay in power at all cost, keeping the
war going. The Butcher obviously is showing his true colors and doesn’t give a shit about his
hostages.

Netanyahu is receiving pressure from his rightwing Nazi war cabinet to not let up, anything
less than full bore genocide is conceding to terrorists. If Netanyahu signs the ceasefire deal,
his  National  Security  Minister  Itamar  Ben-Gvir  and  Finance  Minister  Bezalel  Smotrich
threatened already to disband his coalition government which would be the end of Bibi’s
political  life.  So  with  everything  to  lose,  he  figures  he  must  holdout,  with  lots  of  people’s
lives hanging precariously in the balance. After Biden in desperation laid out the three-
phase ceasefire proposal on Monday, Bibi haltingly responded:

[Israelis] reserve the right to return to war.

Now that another ceasefire fantasy has stalled and hit the wall, US National Security Council
spokesman John Kirby kisses Israel’s higher paygrade ass:
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This wasn’t about jamming the prime minister, the war cabinet. This was about laying
bare for the public to see how well and how faithfully and how assertively the Israelis
came up with a new proposal. It shows how much they really want to get this done.

Linda  Thomas-Greenfield,  the  US ambassador  in  the  UN,  is  pressuring  14  Security  Council
members to sign onto the resolution, Biden is asking Qatar deal broker to pressure Hamas,
national security advisor Jake Sullivan is leaning on his Turkish counterpart to pressure
Hamas into the deal. Braindead is even pushing his G7 pals to endorse the deal, and they
put out the statement:

We call on Hamas to accept this deal, that Israel is ready to move forward with, and we
urge countries with influence over Hamas to help ensure that it does so.

When Time interviewed Biden on May 28th, asking if Netanyahu is stalling the war for his
own political reasons, Biden admitted:

There is every reason for people to draw that conclusion.

Then on Tuesday June 4th, again asked if Netanyahu is playing politics with the Gaza war,
with Bibi still not accepting Biden’s May 31st peace proposal, Braindead walked back his
earlier statement nervous to further piss off the higher paygrade Israeli Butcher, so his lame
answer was:

I don’t think so. He’s trying to work out the serious problem that he has.

Now a week later still without a ceasefire, it’s make-or-break time for this lame-brain dead
regime,  running  out  of  time  to  finally  put  something,  anything  together  that  doesn’t
humiliatingly fall apart like everything else this imbecile batch touches. The Braindead crew
know that with the Democratic Presidential Convention to nominate Biden coming up soon
two months away in August, and the November election less than 5 months away, Biden
knows he better have Gaza war over or his political chances are worth near zero. So maybe
facing that reality, maybe he is using no more weapons to Israel as leverage to pressure the
Butcher to make the deal, even with his war cabinet threatening to break up his coalition
government. It’s crunch time in the Middle East.

Killing Hezbollah soldiers near the Israeli northern border in southern Lebanon with white
phosphorus airstrikes, that’s the Butcher’s way of quickly expanding the war. But it’s also
the  Butcher’s  way  of  setting  up  Israel  to  be  wiped  off  the  map  because  Hezbollah  is  not
Hamas, it’s a much stronger military than the IDF. And has all the support and logistics from
Iran… like I said, crunch time in the Middle East.

The US government has never ever appeared so weak as today. This bumbling Braindead
regime can’t  get  anything constructive accomplished,  its  hairbrained humanitarian pier
broke apart,  every  peace negotiation fails,  only  bringing more US bombs killing  more
Palestinians brings shame and disgust from the rest of the world, and with Biden’s witch
hunt on his opponent backfiring, only driving up Trump support, Biden’s days may be over.

Speaking of which, a more personal lens has this 81-year old wretch of an imposter slipping
on even a more slippery slope these days. Not just the fact that Biden keep taking his
infamous spills falling over and tripping on stairs, or not knowing where to go after he leaves
the microphone. His unavoidable, way too obvious mental decline is growing worse by the
week, and that reality is doing him in now. With his team in panic and constant damage
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control  desperately trying to prop him up from clear signs of worsening dementia fast
kicking in, the White House has been claiming executive privilege to withhold an audio tape
of  Special  Counsel  Robert  Hur’s  classified  document  interview  with  Biden.  The  interview
transcript had to be altered to not make him look so senile and cognitively impaired. On
CNN the Time reporter’s description of Biden’s mental competence was vague and elusive,
unable to dodge or deny the obvious aging effects of his mental decline.

But the latest is a Tuesday June 4th Wall Street Journal piece titled “Behind Closed Doors,
Biden Shows Signs of Slipping.” The article cites multiple behind-the-scene close encounters
this year where his undeniable senility is on full awkward display for all to see and report to
WSJ.  One  damaging  quote  came  from  dethroned  former  GOP  House  Speaker  Kevin
McCarthy:

I used to meet with him when he was vice president. I’d go to his house. He’s not the
same person.

That is not only cognitively true, but literally, physically true as well. The president is a failed
actor with attached bottom ear lobes, and the real “Big Guy” VP from before he died, is with
unattached bottom ear lobes, clearly a different person.

So,  with  less  than  five  months  left  and  the  world  fast  falling  apart,  their  81-year  old
Braindead  puppet  geezer  has  no  chance  at  all  making  it  to  the  November  finish  line.  The
moneychanger controllers would prefer  having a more easily  pliable,  robotic  braindead
occupying the White House as wartime president, with war breaking out not only on three
warfronts. But upheaval is erupting over this coming long hot summer at home with more
than one false flag planned, one to blame Russia, another one for Iran, while activating all
those  domestic  terrorist  sleeper  cells  to  wreak  havoc  on  the  USA  home-front.  I’ve
maintained for over a year now that I don’t believe there will even be an American election
this year. A growing national emergency crisis in the coming months will usher in martial
law to cancel the election on November 5th. This way the globalist agenda has full sway to
destroy the US in the fastest way possible while engulfed in nuclear Armageddon on three
world warfronts.

Let’s face it, all hell’s about to break loose all over this devil’s dominion planet. Without a
brokered  six-week  ceasefire  in  Gaza,  the  current  White  House  team appears  to  be  on  life
support. With Bibi’s fractured coalition falling apart if a ceasefire deal is made, the Butcher’s
own self-interests have always been his number one priority in everything this repeated war
criminal has ever done. Because his war cabinet Nazis have him by the balls, this week-old
deal still hanging in limbo appears to also run its course with near zero chance of success.
The only option Biden has to salvage the deal Butcher agreed to is withholding US bombs.
That would be the only way that Bibi might agree to halt the war. Of course, the last time a
US president threatened an Israeli  prime minister  with cutting off the US cash cow spigot,
that  US  president  was  murdered  first,  before  US  cashflow  to  the  Jewish  State  would  ever
stop. That’s a reality check of Israel’s higher paygrade per founding Rothschild City of
London power that runs the world.

This stagnating, bogged down Gaza war has gone the same way as the war in Ukraine,
endlessly dragging on, looking grimmer for the IDF than the Hamas fighters. Again, the US is
backing another loser in yet another immoral lost cause war of attrition. And the longer it
goes on,  the more detrimental  impact  on Israel.  Resourceful  Hamas cheaply  produces
weapons on its own underground tunneled turf, using guerilla-style warfare it can outlast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTJPyUGxLbk
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Israel  now  flailing  and  failing  to  root  out  the  surprisingly  resilient  and  evasive  occupation
resistance. As the Palestinian civilian death toll rises to near 37,000, with graphically brutal
accounts dispersed daily to the world on social media, Israel’s untenable bloodbath cannot
withstand the wrath of the entire world, and for that matter, neither can the US.

So what does Bibi do? He orders more airstrikes on southern Lebanon, but once again using
the outlawed chemical warfare agent, the flesh burning poison white phosphorus. Tangling
with  this  far  larger,  more  heavily  armed,  stronger  military  force  Hezbollah  at  Israel’s
northern border that already defeated the Jewish State once in a 2006 war, is a desperately
dangerous Butcher-ous blunder intended to frantically drag the US into the wider war. Again,
Israel is losing this war in Gaza and will immediately fold if the US actually ever grows the
balls to stop shipping weapons to the IDF. This Middle East war is another no-win debacle
just like Ukraine. The US keeps backing itself into the losers’ corner, backing the demons on
the wrong side of history, both morally and militarily. Israel is the growing pariah of the
world, joined by a weakening belligerent pariah, the United States. To make matters uglier
and more grotesque, Israel’s bought and paid for treasonous US Congress has invited Bibi
the Butcher to be their guest of honor addressing yet another joint session in the Capitol
building,  just  like war criminal  Zelensky afterglow comparison to Winston Churchill.  On
Saturday June 1st, the Butcher accepted, saying:

[I am] excited for the privilege to present in front of the representatives of the American
people and the entire world the truth about our just war against those who wish to kill
us.

The only thing that will cancel this demonic spectacle of a lauded genocidal Butcher in the
Capitol Dome, is Israel cutoff from all future US weapons. A permanent ceasefire might bring
him to Washington but his government would collapse before peace comes to the Middle
East. Again, Satan rules this seemingly hexed earth.

*
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 https://thegovernmentrag.com. As a published author of a 5-book volume series entitled
Pedophilia & Empire: Satan, Sodomy & the Deep State, Joachim’s books and chapters are
Amazon bestsellers in child advocacy and human rights categories. His A-Z sourcebook
series fully document and expose the global pedophilia scourge and remain available free at
https://pedoempire.org/content  s/.  Joachim  also  hosts  the  weekly  Revolution
Radio broadcast “Cabal  Empire Exposed” on Friday morning at  7AM EST (ID:  revradio,
password: rocks!).
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